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Cheerleading  
Classes incorporate stunting, lifting, balancing and throws with partners and groups. Cheerleading includes 
dance and motions with and without poms, as well as tumbling skills! Everyone can be involved in cheer 
whether as a base or flyer no matter what age! Our cheerleading program consists of classes open to 
everyone as well as an invitation only team. 
 
Jazz 
A fun dance style incorporating kicks, leaps, turns and modern dance choreography. Styles can vary from 
that seen in Broadway shows and movies, through to commercial styles seen in music videos and 
corporate events. This form of dance develops style, strength, flexibility, coordination and technique. Our 
jazz program consists of classes open to everyone starting from our Pre School Jazz, and goes all the way 
through, as well as invitation only teams. 

 

Tap 
A form of dance where rhythmic and syncopated sounds are created by using taps on the heels and toes 
of a dancer’s shoes. This lively, rhythmic tapping makes the performer not just a dancer, but also a 
percussive musician. Tap teaches a sense of rhythm, timing and precision. Our tap program consists of 
classes open to everyone (split into ages).  
 
 
Classical Ballet 
Ballet is a disciplined form of dance that instils poise, grace, strength and flexibility. Classical ballet 
technique and terminology taught with emphasis on correct body placement and proper use of turnout. 
This style includes: Barre and centre exercises, as well as classical combinations and routines. Ballet classes 
start in our Pre School Ballet for 3 to 5yr olds and go all the way through! 
 

 
Hip Hop 
Hip Hop is a street style dance combining some of today’s high energy movements like jazz, funk and 
break dance. This high energy class consists of rhythm & groove, and involves a lot of self-expression. Hip 
Hop is commonly seen in movies, television commercials and music videos. This class is a lot of fun for 
guys and girls of all ages, so our hip hop program has classes for everyone from age 5 and up, including 
our adult hip hop class! We also have a hip hop crew! 

 
 

Class 

Descriptions 



 
 
Contemporary  
Contemporary dance builds a strong centre, and combines precision work with fluidity. This style of dance 
encourages self-expression, natural movement and personal interpretation while developing strength, 
flexibility and control. Our contemporary program offers classes to students from age 5 and up. It is 
strongly recommended that all contemporary students take a classical ballet class, as this is where the 
foundations of this dance style come from! Contemporary competition teams by invitation.  
 
 
Lyrical 
Lyrical is a dance style that blends elements of ballet & jazz. Lyrical dance is generally a little more fluid 
than ballet and also somewhat faster, although not as rapidly executed as jazz dance. Lyrical dance is also 
somewhat smoother and with an emotional connection to the music and storytelling, while still 
incorporating jumps, leaps, turns and floor work. Lyrical classes open to all ages 5+, plus lyrical 
competition teams.  
 
 
DANCE EXTENSION 
Students enrolled in this class must first be doing both jazz and ballet classes weekly. This class pushes 
both the ballet and jazz ability by focusing on fine tuning technique, alignment and extension. This class is 
run multiple times a week to allow students to gain as much technique training as they can.  
 
 
Acrobatics  
Our acrobatic program is the most extensive in the country, with options for all levels, ages and 
commitment. Acrobatic training includes cardio/strength, balancing, limbering, tumbling, partnering, and 
flexibility. We offer acrobatics for all ages from our pre school acrodance (parent assisted) class, to our 
elite students who perform professionally at events throughout Perth.  
 
Students aged walking to 3yrs participate in our parent assisted acrodance class. Ages 3 to 5yrs train in 
our pre school acrobatics program, and students from age 5+ go into one of our acrobatic pathways 
depending on their level, experience, and commitment.  
 
See our ‘Acrobatic Streams’ flyer for a breakdown of the pathways your student can take.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Class Descriptions 



Specialised Acrobatic CLASSES 
 
TUMBLING 
The focus of this class is purely on building strength, shapes and drills to achieve tumbling skills. Such 
skills are rolls, roundoffs, aerials, back handsprings, back aerials and twisting. This class is a popular choice 
for those wanting to progress faster in landing tumbling skills and is a great addition to acrobatic training.  
 
Beginner  No pre requisites  
Intermediate  Forward roll, roundoff, 1 handed cartwheels both ways, back handspring  
Advanced  2 connected side aerials, roundoff sault, front handspring, handstand forward roll.  
 
 
FLEXIBILITY/CONTORTION 
This class gives students the chance to focus on safely improving their flexibility in all areas including 
shoulders, neck, back and legs. Based on the Alixa Flexibility syllabi, this class teaches correct technique 
and control to help develop range of motion while maintaining strength to support the joints. Contortion 
elements are introduced as the individuals in the class are ready to attempt. Classes are open to all ages 
and recommended to anyone wanting to improve their flexibility, whether they take an acro class or not. 
This class is compulsory for some dance and acrobatic teams. Intermediate & advanced classes will work 
on more acrobatic flexibility focused on contortion poses, balances and breathing.  
 
ACRO EXTENSION 
This class is for development & competitive acrobatic students to add more training to their weekly 
schedule. It will be an extension of the training they are already doing, pushing them to achieve new skills 
in balancing, limbering, tumbling, contortion and partnering. Focus will be on technique, with students 
getting more individual attention to perfect their current skills, and be able to work on new variations.  
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ACROBATIC	STREAMS

	
RECREATIONAL ACROBATICS 
No minimum or maximum training hours 

Choice of whatever days/times you prefer in your level & age group (one or multiple) 

Acro class is 1h and includes - cardio/strength, limbering, balancing, tumbling, partnering & flexibility 

 

Additional acro options to enhance your training: 
Tumbling, Flexibility & Contortion, Cheerleading or a second Acro class each week 

DEVELOPMENT ACROBATICS      
2.5 hour training session per week (Fridays or Saturdays depending on the team you are in) 

Student is a member of an acro team/s for competitions (Some students invited to also join higher age group teams) 
Training session includes - cardio/strength, limbering, balancing, partnering/group stunting, tumbling, flexibility/contortion 
& team choreography 

 

Additional acro options to enhance your training:  
Acro Extension, Tumbling, Flexibility & Contortion, Cheerleading, 2nd development training session per week 

 

COMPETITIVE ACROBATICS      
6.5h acro training (approx.) over 2 days – Mondays & Fridays 

Training sessions include - cardio/strength, limbering, balancing, partnering/stunting, tumbling, flexibility/contortion & team choreography 

Acro team in their own age group (Some students invited to also join higher age group teams) 

1 Jazz class plus one additional dance class per week (Contemporary/ballet/hip hop etc) 

Must compete in an acrobatic solo at minimum 2 competitions in the year 
 

Additional acro options to enhance your training:  
Acro Extension Tumbling, Flexibility & Contortion, Cheerleading, Saturday development training session 
 

ELITE ACROBATICS      
7.5h acro training (approx.) over 2 days – Mondays & Thursdays 

Training sessions include - cardio/strength, limbering, balancing, partnering/stunting, tumbling, flexibility/contortion & team choreography 

Acro team in their own age group and all age groups above, up to Elite Acro Team.  

1 Jazz class & 1 Ballet class per week 

Must compete in an acrobatic solo at minimum 2 competitions in the year 
 

Additional acro options to enhance your training:  
Tumbling, Flexibility & Contortion, Cheerleading, Fri competitive acro session 
 

BASE ACROBATICS 
4h acro training over 2 days – Mondays & Thursdays 

For students ages 14+ who have previous experience in acro. They will focus on partner & group stunting, while 

maintaining their current acro skill set, and continuing to develop their strength and flexibility.  

Students in this stream can be selected for cheer and acrobatic teams. Training includes: 

cardio/strength, flexibility, acro skills training, advanced partnering, group stunting   
      
Additional acro options to enhance your training:  
Tumbling, Flexibility & Contortion, Cheerleading, any recreational classes 
 

Additional acro options to enhance your training:  
Tumbling, Flexibility & Contortion, Cheerleading, Fri or Sat development training session, any recreational classes 
 



Upon securing a position in TPPA classes, you will be required to wear the correct uniform to all classes! This 
includes hair, shoes, dance wear and no jewelry. Please go through the below to make sure you know exactly what 
to come dressed in! Teachers make note of any discrepancies in dress code when taking the class role, and if 
students continue to attend class for 3 weeks without correct uniform, they will be asked to sit out. This is for the 
safety of our students and instructors.  
 
All uniforms must be in the colours of black, white and dark purple.  
 

Acrobatics  
includes tumbling, balancing, contortion/flexibility and partnering 

All female acrobatic students must wear: 
- A well fitting leotard or sports crop top (must not move when doing tricks) 
- Tight fitting stretch fabric shorts or leggings (must cover groin and inner thigh) 
- Jazz shoes (elasticated down the sides ʹ teams must have Capezio EJ2) 
- Black, tan or white socks 
- Hair must be completely tied up. No pony tails (unless plaited) 
- No jewelry except simple earrings in the lobe.  
 
All male acrobatic students must wear: 
- A well fitting leotard or tank top 
- Shorts with an elasticated waist 
- Jazz shoes (elasticated down the sides - teams must have Capezio EJ2)  
- Black, tan or white socks 

7XUQLQJ�3RLQWH�3HUIRUPDQFH�$FDGHP\ 
 Uniform Dress Code 



Cheerleading  
All female cheerleading students must wear: 
- A well fitting leotard or sports crop top (must not move when doing tricks) 
- Tight fitting stretch fabric shorts or leggings (must cover groin and inner thigh) 
- plain white sneakers  
- Black, tan or white socks 
- Hair must be completely tied up. No pony tails (unless plaited) 
- No jewelry except simple earrings in the lobe.  
 
All male cheerleading students must wear: 
- A well fitting leotard or tank top 
- Shorts with an elasticated waist  
- Plain black sneakers 
- Black, tan or white socks 
 

Jazz & Tap  
All female students must wear: 
- A well fitted leotard or sports crop top  
- Optional tshirt or singlet 
- Dance shorts or leggings 
- Jazz shoes for jazz (elasticated down sides) & tap shoes for tap  
- Black, tan or white socks 
- Hair must be completely tied up. No pony tails (unless plaited) 
- No jewelry except simple earrings 
 
All male students must wear: 
- Tank top or shirt 
- Shorts with an elasticated waist  
- Jazz shoes (elasticated down the sides) for jazz, and tap shoes for tap 
- Black, tan or white socks 

 

Ballet, Classical Extension, Pre Pointe & Pointe 

All female students must wear: 
- A well fitted black leotard  



- Pink full length ballet tights 
- Optional ballet skirt for all students 10yrs & younger 
- Optional ballet skirt or tight fitting plain black shorts for 11yrs+ 
- Split sole pink ballet shoes 
- Hair in a bun 
- No jewelry except simple earrings  
 
All male students must wear: 
- A well-fitting plain black leotard or tank top (like our uniform boys tops) 
- Shorts with an elasticated waist  
- Black ballet shoes 
- Black socks 
 

Hip Hop 

All female and male students must wear: 
- Any dance wear in studio colours 
- Plain black sneakers/runners 
- Hair tied up  
 

Contemporary & Lyrical 

All female students must wear: 
- A well fitted leotard or sports crop top with shorts 
- Optional ¾ length tan tights 
- Bare feet 
- Hair in a bun 

All male students must wear: 
- A well-fitting leotard or tank top 
- black Shorts with an elasticated waist 
- bare feet 



Requirements For Competing in Solos 
All solo dancers are selected by invitation only, and must be abiding by these requirement 
 
All soloists must book in for a 30min private lesson for each style of solo they compete in, 
each term (except term 4). This ensures teachers can upgrade, clean, fine tune and work on 
pushing the student to compete at their best.  
  
Jazz   Student must be a jazz and a ballet class, or a jazz and a dance extension class 
Tap   Student must be taking minimum 1 tap class & a jazz or ballet class 
Lyrical   Student must be taking a ballet class & a lyrical class 
Classical   Student must be taking 2 ballet classes & a dance extension class 
Hip Hop  Student must be taking minimum 1 hour hip hop per week 
Contemporary   Student must be taking ballet and contemporary classes. 

Acro   Student must be taking min 2 hours of acrobatic classes per week 

Contortion   Student must be taking acrobatics plus a flexibility/contortion class 
 
Requirements For Competing in Duos/Trios 
Duos & Trios are selected by invitation only. If you would like to do a duo/trio, you can let us 
know and if we feel we have someone who would pair up well with you, we will let you know.  
 
Cost and Private Lesson Allocation 
$15/half hour Solo lesson with an assistant teacher (First time soloists age 10/U only) 
$25/half hour Solo lesson with a teacher 
$15/half hour  Duo/Trio lesson per person  
 
When commencing a new competition solo/duo/trio you are required to book for a minimum 
of 3 X 1h private lessons. You can then book as many more lessons as you like to ensure your 
dancer gets private tuition to compete at their best.  
 

Turning Pointe Performance Academy 
 Solos Duos Trios 



 

 

TEAMS 
TURNING POINTE PERFORMANCE ACADEMY 

MENTALITY & TIME MANAGEMENT 
Does the student dance flat out every time? Does the student miss skills or ‘mark’ in classes? 
Do they bring a positive energy to the studio, classes and competitions? Do they get along well with others and communicate well? 
How do they cope with minor injuries, setbacks or bad training days? What level of resilience? 
Do they have a team mindset? Do they help others succeed and accept changes for team benefit? 
When ill/injured are they at class watching intently, self-training, taking notes or videoing? 
Does the student take on corrections, challenges, home work and additional training with enthusiasm? 
Do they take on extra activities/non-compulsory school events that clash with their training? 
Do they keep up with schooling and homework on top of their training hours?  
Does the student turn up to class dressed correctly, on time, with the right attitude? 
What training does the student do? If in teams previously what training did they do on top of minimum requirements? 
Does the student take on corrections and actively make changes/improvements without reminder? 
Do they use initiative in helping the teams success, particularly in last minute changes or re patterning? 
When given a role that they are not confident in, do they rise to the challenge and do the hard work? 
Is their work ethic at 100% through every class, or only in assessments/teams? 
What theme/character line is the routine? For example would the student embrace and dedicate themselves to the style and costume of 
the routine we have planned… a Broadway jazz item, a lyrical acro, an aggressive hip hop, or a gentle contemporary? 
When given a special role or personal challenge within a routine in the past, was it met with professionalism, maturity and dedication to 
doing it the best they could do it EVERY time, rehearsal or on stage? 
Does the student take shortcuts in strength and flexibility training, or do they push themselves to the limit every time? 
When there is spare time in class does the student use this to their advantage to go over choreo, stretch, strength build etc? 
 
SKILLS &  ROLES 
Does the student have a particular skill that would benefit the team? (example: basing, turning, contortion, jumps) 
How long has the student been training? How many competitions/performances have they done? 
Does the student understand safety in the form of drills, communication, commitment, maturity and selflessness? 
What classes/additional training does the student do to help develop their weaknesses? 
Is the student able to fill a variety of roles required within the team, or do they just have one strong skill area? 
Does the student have the performance skills to present the routine both physically and with facial expressions to the standard required? 
Is the student meeting the minimum skill requirements to be in the team? This could be skills, flexibility, jumps, turns, leaps, strength etc. 
How quickly does the student pick up choreography, and do they retain the choreography week to week?  
When the student has had to fill a role or change positions last minute, do they manage this and shine, or struggle and forget? 
Some competitions have limits to the number of students allowed in a team. When there are multiple students with the same skill set, we 
have to select who would benefit the team most. As much as we would love to utilise everyone, capped numbers means we have to select! 
Some competitions have strict rules on skills that must be done by a certain percentage of the team. We have to make sure we have the 
correct skills and roles filled and then that we meet the percentages, age cut offs and maximum limit of dancers on stage.  
 
 
LOGISTICS & PARENT SUPPORT & FINANCES 
The students age in relation to cut offs for comp dates and how it affect the average age of the team? 
The students size in relation to their skills. An awesome tall flyer in a team of smaller tumblers wouldn’t work!  
How many students are wanted? Do we want a large group for a visual/stunt benefit, or do we want a small group to present the routine 
we have in mind with particular skills/technique? 
Were all term fees paid on time previously? If in teams previously did we have to chase for payments on fees, or additional costs (costumes, 
comp entry fees, private lessons, exams)?  
Is there a parent/guardian who is a team player and willing to help solve problems, help others, have patience, pitch in with 
costumes/props/fundraising or whatever their skills are? Do they find problems instead of solving them? 
Does the parent/guardian have the same moral and ethical standards as TPPA in regards to age appropriateness, manners, and in particular 
attitude about competing? Does the parent or student become competitive or critical, or take competitions and judges too seriously? 
Has the parent or student ever criticized other team members, compared themselves to others, questioned competition judges or staff, or 
had a bad attitude towards roles in teams, award winners or other studios? 
Do the parents and student treat TPPA staff and volunteers with respect? Do they trust in the judgement of the teachers when it comes to 
routines, choreography, skills, team selections, and decisions in training the student in general?  
 
 
 
 
 

INFO 

Dozens of factors go into creating teams. Our teams are not a few strong dancers with some ‘back 
up’ dancers. Everyone is required to have an active role in every section, therefore the position must 

be earnt by meeting all of the relevant requirements below. If you are disappointed you did not 
make a team, use that energy to work harder using these guidelines!  

Parents cannot request students be moved into a different team or added to a team.  



 

www.tppa.com.au    
turningpointe@hotmail.com 
0403543413 


